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1. How cathode rays were formed ? 

 Short Note :                
2.  Ruther fords Planetory model 

3. Discovery of Neutron by          
 i)   Alpha Particles           
 ii)  Pedal Wheel           
 iii) Electric field 

4. Element has 2 electron in M shell, Identify element. 

5. Electronic Configuration of  +++Al  ? 
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SOLUTION 

1. i)   Discharge tube, a simple glass tube with wise sealed into both ends, at one end a
      cathode of negative terminal , and at another end an Anode or posetue terminal . 
 ii)   Air was drawn out of the tube, the pressure inside was reduced.   
 iii)  When wises were connected to high voltage electricity, circuit stated flowing 
        through the tube.          
 Iv)   At pressure of 0.001 mg of HG & potential of 10,000 volts a greenish fluorescent
        glow appeared  on glass walk of tube near anode.     
 V)    Their was caused by says emitted from the cathode . Hence they are called 
         cathode says.  

2. i)    Atoms are spherical in shape and are mostly hollow      
 ii)   Atom consist of very tiny central core called Nucleurs. It is hard, highly dense and
       has positive charge.          
 iii) Two types of force acting on electron        
 a)   Inward force of attraction between electron & nuclear.    
 b)   Outward force due to leveling electron, directed away from nuclear.     
       These two force keep electron in equilibrium      
 iv)   Electron are negative particles with negligible mass which sevelue around nuclear
         just planets around sun.         
 v)     Atom is whole neutral , therefore no. of e s  is equal to no. of proton. 

 

3. i)   Alpha Particle :           
      Alpha particle 

 

 

 When alpha particle bombarded Beryllium nucleus , some invisible radiation were 
  observed. 

 ii)    Pedal Wheel :           
      When these radiation were made to fall on pedal wheel , motion in pedal wheel was 
      observed , Hence, these invisible radiation consists of material particle.  



          
 iii)   Electric field :   Radiation undeviated in field Therefore , they do no have charge
        these particles called   Neutrons. 

 

4. 2 e s  in M shell            
 K & L shell are filled completely         
  K shell = 2 e s            
    L shell = 8 e s            
 2+8   10 e s  in K & L shell          
 10+2 e s   Total = 12 e s          
 Element with 12 Atomic numbers is Mg 

5. Al has configuration (2 , 8 ,3)         
 Atomic NO is 13            
 Al   = (2, 8, 3 ) -3             
           =  (2, 8)  

       


